
Live Nation tasked the Cuffe & Taylor team to create a concept 
for a brand-new VIP experience at Lytham Festival for its 10th 
anniversary show. Cuffe & Taylor produced a virtual fly-through 
to explain how they saw the space coming to life.  This 
included a raised platform with over 100 high-end quality 
leather sofas, separated into rentable pods and with a 
central view of the main stage at the festival.  The space was 
to be self-contained with its own bar, soft planting and VIP red 
ropes and posts - a true VIP experience.  In addition to this VIP 
lounge, a VIP garden area was also planned with deck chairs, 
picnic tables, parasols, lighting and decorated with a festival 
feel.  Both areas were sold out within days of going on sale, 
so they turned to Event Hire UK - as a trusted supplier to the 
event - to help turn this concept into reality.  

C A S E  S T U DY

Event Hire have provided furniture across Cuffe & Taylor events 
which include festivals, stadiums and stately home tours. For 
the past seven years, Event Hire have provided the backstage 
and full site furniture. In 2019, we created two new VIP 
offerings at Lytham Festival; VIP Lounge and VIP Garden. For 
both areas, we created visuals to show the customers what 
to expect and encourage sales. We contacted Event Hire to 
provide all furniture as per the visuals, which they delivered 
by purchasing new furniture to hire to us specifically for the 
Lounge. This allowed us to meet and exceed the customers’ 
expectations for both the VIP Lounge and VIP Garden with 
the use of Event Hire’s furniture.  Event Hire can always be 
depended on to deliver quality furniture and an excellent level 
of service on time and within our budgets.  They are a key part 
of our on-site team in delivering memorable events across the 
country.
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Cuffe & Taylor approached Event Hire UK with 2 concept videos - one for the VIP 
lounge and one for the VIP garden area, as these were the two main areas that 
needed equipment. Below you’ll find some screenshots from these concept videos, 
and some real life photos from the event, demonstrating how we turned their
 concept into reality.

For the VIP lounge:

• 108 x Infiniti Italian leather 
sofas & matching armchairs

• 160 x chrome posts & ropes

• 40 x 5ft Kentia palm plants

• 100 x trestle tables & cloths

• 60 x genoa glass coffee tables
and more...

For the VIP garden:

• 30 x wooden picnic 
benches

• 45 x deckchairs
• 25 x folding hardwood 

armchairs
• 15 x parasols

and more…

For the backstage area 
& dressing rooms:

• 10 x sofas & armchairs
• 10 x make-up mirrors & 

full length mirrors
• 10 x bottle fridges
• 2 x entertainment 

hubs

Equipment / Service Provided



Execution
Event Hire UK worked with Cuffe & Taylor to decide on completely new product lines to 
be installed in the newly-created VIP spaces.  For the VIP lounge, over 100 new white and 
grey Italian leather 3 seater and 2 seater sofas were bought.  New, stylish chrome framed 
glass top coffee tables were introduced.  Over 40 new live Kentia palm plants were 
sourced and over 160 chrome posts with red ropes were provided. For the VIP garden 
bar area, Event Hire UK invested in new retro-classic pinstriped deckchairs and wooden 
Adirondack chairs.  These were to complement our wooden picnic benches to complete 
the look. The installation of the VIP lounge was completed in one day, ready for a walk 
through of invited local residents and local authority officials by Cuffe & Taylor.
Multiple dressing rooms, an artist catering area, artist garden and a promoter bar were 
also created.  Our new luxurious grey and blue velvet sofas and armchairs were used in 
this area.  Our newly designed entertainment hubs were also installed in the headliner 
dressing rooms.  This provided a Playstation 4, Apple TV, a powerful Yamaha soundbar 
with Bluetooth music streaming and a 43” Samsung smart TV with Netflix and live TV.  
After all, Rod Stewart loves to follow his beloved Celtic FC team and never misses a game, 
even when on tour!.
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Challenges & Resolutions
Being a new concept, and already sold out, Cuffe & Taylor needed 
every VIP pod in the VIP lounge to have identical furniture and in 
exceptional quality.  Event Hire UK, therefore, invested in brand-new 
furniture to ensure a quality product was provided.  A sustainable 
source was used to ensure that any future needs would be met to 
keep the look consistent. Lytham Festival is located on the 
beach-front at Lytham St Annes.  Whilst the ground appears to be a 
fine quality lawn, it is actually a very delicate sand surface below the 
grass. Cuffe & Taylor enjoy a long-standing relationship with the 
local council to use the space for the festival.  However, there are 
very strict rules to protect the surface as much as possible.  Event 
Hire UK took extra special care during the installation of the 
furniture for the festival by keeping truck movements to a 
minimum.  Careful on-site supervision of staff and vehicles by an 
experienced project manager was carried out, and no damage was 
caused.  Cuffe & Taylor also needed to transform a space during the 
event from one use to another within a short timescale.  Event Hire 
UK provided on-site staff during the event to assist them with this 
transformation.  

What We Learnt
Working with our clients to help develop 
events for an ever-changing and de-
manding audience is an important and 
exciting part of what we do at Event Hire 
UK.  By helping our clients in this way, we 
are able to cement our relationships and 
build on the trust placed on us to be part 
of their team.  We have also 
demonstrated that we can influence 
trends in the sector by bringing new 
products to market. 

Effectiveness

Cuffe & Taylor were extremely pleased with
the execution of the Lytham Festival in 

2019 (as can be seen from the testimonial
below).  With such iconic names from the

music industry billed to perform such as
Kylie Minogue, Rod Stewart & The Human 
League, amongst others, the festival was 

a sell-out, and was very fitting for the 10th 
anniversary celebrations.  Event Hire UK

helped Cuffe & Taylor deliver the promise 
of the VIP experience, and the feedback 

was fantastic.  It was such a success that it 
will continue to be a major feature of the 

festival for the foreseeable future.


